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Quadrature Strategies for Constructing
Polynomial Approximations
Pranay Seshadri, Gianluca Iaccarino, Tiziano Ghisu
Abstract Finding suitable points for multivariate polynomial interpolation and ap-
proximation is a challenging task. Yet, despite this challenge, there has been tremen-
dous research dedicated to this singular cause. In this paper, we begin by reviewing
classical methods for finding suitable quadrature points for polynomial approxi-
mation in both the univariate and multivariate setting. Then, we categorize recent
advances into those that propose a new sampling approach and those centered on
an optimization strategy. The sampling approaches yield a favorable discretization
of the domain, while the optimization methods pick a subset of the discretized sam-
ples that minimize certain objectives. While not all strategies follow this two-stage
approach, most do. Sampling techniques covered include subsampling quadratures,
Christoffel, induced and Monte Carlo methods. Optimization methods discussed
range from linear programming ideas and Newton’s method to greedy procedures
from numerical linear algebra. Our exposition is aided by examples that implement
some of the aforementioned strategies.
1 Introduction
Over the past few years there has been a renewed research effort aimed at con-
structing stable polynomial approximations: understanding their theoretical proper-
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ties [60, 71, 59, 55, 15, 44, 17, 35, 1] and extending their practical use. The latter
spans from applications in spectral methods [65], uncertainty quantification and the
related sensitivity analysis [51, 57, 30, 39] to dimension reduction [58] and de-
sign under uncertainty [54]. One topic germane to the field has been to find suitable
points for multivariate polynomials using as few points as possible. The application-
centric high level idea can be described as follows:
select a polynomial basis
⇓
evaluate model at quadrature points
⇓
estimate polynomial coefficients
⇓
compute moments, sensitivities and probability density functions
Motivated by reducing the number of samples, and providing scalable compu-
tational methods for doing so, numerous deterministic and randomized sampling
schemes have been proposed. Before we delve into recent strategies for estimating
these using perspectives from least squares, a brief overview of some of the more
fundamental concepts is in order.
Quadrature rules given by {(ζ i,ωi)}mi=1 seek to find d−dimensional points ζ i ∈
Rd and weights ωi > 0 in R such that the integral of a function f may be expressed
as ∫
Rd
f (ζ )ρ (ζ )dζ ≈
m
∑
i=1
f (ζ i)ωi (1)
where ρ(ζ ) is a known multivariate weight function—i.e., Gaussian, uniform,
Cauchy, etc. or product thereof. These d−dimensional points are sampled over the
support of ζ = (ζ (1), . . . ,ζ (d)), mutually independent random variables under the
joint density ρ(ζ ). By construction, this quadrature rule must also satisfy
m
∑
i=1
ψ p (ζ i)ψ q (ζ i)ωi ≈
∫
Rd
ψ p (ζ )ψ q (ζ )ρ (ζ )dζ = δpq (2)
where ψ p(ζ ) is a multivariate polynomial L2-orthogonal on Rd when weighted by
the joint density ρ (ζ ). Here δpq denotes the Kronecker delta; subscripts p and q are
multi-indices that denote the order of ψ and its composite univariate polynomials
ψ j via
ψ p (ζ ) =
d
∏
k=1
ψ(k)pk
(
ζ (k)
)
where p = (p1, . . . , pd) ∈ Nd . (3)
The finite set of indices in p is said to belong to a multi-index set I . The number
of multi-indices present in p,q ∈I is set by choosing elements inI to follow cer-
tain rules, e.g., the sum of all univariate polynomial orders must satisfy ∑di=1 pi ≤ k,
yielding a total order index set [70]. A tensor order index, which scales exponen-
tially in d is governed by the rule maxk pk ≤ k. Other well-known multi-index sets
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include hyperbolic cross [71] and hyperbolic index sets [4]. We shall denote the
number of elements in each index set by n = card(p).
From (1) and (2) it should be clear that one would ideally like to minimize m and
yet achieve equality in the two expressions. Furthermore, the degree of exactness
associated with evaluating the integral of the function in (1) will depend on the
highest order polynomial (in each of the d−dimensions) that yields equality in (2).
Prior to elaborating further on multivariate quadrature rules, it will be useful to detail
key ideas that underpin univariate quadrature rules. It is important to note that there
is an intimate relationship between polynomials and quadrature rules; ideas that date
back to Gauss, Christoffel and Jacobi.
1.1 Classical quadrature techniques
Much of the development of classical quadrature techniques is due to the founda-
tional work of Gauss, Christoffel and Jacobi. In 1814 Gauss originally developed
his quadrature formulas, leveraging his theory of continued fractions in conjunction
with hypergeometric series using what is today known as Legendre polynomials.
Jacobi’s contribution was the connection to orthogonality, while Christoffel is cred-
ited with the generalization of quadrature rules to non-negative, integrable weight
functions ρ(ζ )≥ 0 [24]. The term Gauss-Christoffel quadrature broadly refers to all
rules of the form (1) that have a degree of exactness of (2m−1) for m points when
d = 1. The points and weights of Gauss rules may be computed either from the
moments of a weight function or via the three-term recurrence formula associated
with the orthogonal polynomials. In most codes today, the latter approach, i.e., the
Golub and Welch [32] approach is adopted. It involves computing the eigenvalues
of a tridiagonal matrix1—incurring complexity O
(
m2
)
—of the recurrence coeffi-
cients associated with a given orthogonal polynomial. For uniform weight func-
tions ρ(ζ ) these recurrence coefficients are associated with Legendre polynomials,
and the resulting quadrature rule is termed Gauss-Legendre. When using Hermite
polynomials—orthogonal with respect to the Gaussian distribution—the resulting
quadrature is known as Gauss-Hermite. In applications where the weight functions
are arbitrary, or data-driven2, the discretized Stieltjes procedure (see section 5 in
[25]) may be used for computing the recurrence coefficients.
Degree of exactness: The notion of degree of exactness dates back to Radau
[24]; all univariate quadrature rules are associated with a degree of exactness,
referring to the highest degree polynomial that can be integrated exactly for
a given number of points m. For instance, Gauss-Legendre quadrature has a
1 Known colloquially as the Jacobi matrix.
2 In the case of data-driven distributions, kernel density estimation or even a maximum likelihood
estimation may be required to obtain a probability distribution that can be used by the discretized
Stieltjes procedure.
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degree of exactness of (2m−1). Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules on the other
hand have a degree of exactness of (2m−3), while Clenshaw-Curtis (see [27])
have a degree of exactness of (m− 1)—although in practice comparable ac-
curacy to Gauss quadrature rules can be obtained (see Trefethen’s monograph
[66] and Davis and Rabinowitz [20]). One way to interpret this degree of ex-
actness is to inspect the elements of a Gram matrix G = AT A, where A is
formed by evaluating the orthogonal polynomials at the quadrature points
A(i, j) = ψ j (ζi)
√
ω i where A ∈ Rm×n, (4)
with m quadrature points and the first n polynomials. Thus, each element of
the Gram matrix seeks to approximate
G(p,q) =
∫
ψp (ζ )ψq (ζ )ρ (ζ )dζ ≈
m
∑
i=1
ψp (ζi)ψq (ζi)ωi = δpq (5)
To clarify this, consider the example case of a Gauss-Legendre rule with
m = 5. The highest polynomial degree that this rule can integrate up to is 9,
implying that the first 4-by-4 submatrix of G will be the identity matrix as the
combined polynomial degree of the terms inside the integral in (5) is 8. This
is illustrated in Figure 1(a). In (b) and (c) similar results are shown for Gauss-
Lobatto (the highest degree being 7) and Clenshaw-Curtis (which integrates
higher than degree 5). For all the aforementioned subfigures, element-wise
deviations from the identity can be interpreted as the internal aliasing errors
associated with each quadrature rule.
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Fig. 1 The Gram matrix G for three quadrature rules showing their practical degrees of exactness:
(a) Gauss-Legendre; (b) Gauss-Lobatto; (c) Clenshaw-Curtis. The vertical axis in the figures show
the polynomial degree and the colorbar shows the values of the entries of these matrices.
Classical extensions of Gauss quadrature include:
• Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto: The addition of end-points (a,b) in quadra-
ture rules. In Gauss-Radau the addition of one end-point (a,b] = {ζ ∈ ρ|a < ζ ≤ b}
and both in Gauss-Lobatto, i.e., [a,b] = {ζ ∈ ρ|a≤ ζ ≤ b} [24].
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• Gauss-Kronrod and Gauss-Patterson: Practical extensions of m-point Gauss
rules by adaptively adding m+ 1 points to the quadrature rule to yield a com-
bined degree of exactness of (3m+ 1) or (3n+ 2) depending on whether m is
even or odd respectively; based on the work of Kronrod [42]. Patterson [50] rules
are based on optimizing the degree of exactness of Kronrod points and with ex-
tensions to Lobatto rules. The intent behind these rules is that they admit certain
favorable nesting properties.
• Gauss-Tura´n: The addition of derivative values (in conjunction with function
values) within the integrand (see [26]).
1.2 Multivariate extensions of classical rules
Multivariate extensions of univariate quadrature rules exist in the form of tensor
product grids, assuming one is ready to evaluate a function at md points. They are
expressed as:∫
Rd
f (ζ )ρ (ζ )dζ ≈ (Qm1q ⊗ . . .⊗Qmdq )( f )
=
m1
∑
j1=1
. . .
md
∑
jd=1
f
(
ζ jd , . . . ,ζ jd
)
ω j1 . . .ω jd
=
m
∑
j=1
f
(
ζ j
)
ω j.
(6)
The notationQmiq denotes a linear operation of the univariate quadrature rule applied
to f along direction i; the subscript q stands for quadrature.
In the broader context of approximation, one is often interested in the projection
of f onto ψp (ζ ). This pseudospectral approximation is given by
f (ζ )≈
n
∑
i=1
xiψ i (ζ ) , where xi =
m
∑
j=1
f
(
ζ j
)
ψ i
(
ζ j
)
ω j. (7)
Inspecting the decay of these pseudospectral coefficients, i.e., x = (x1, . . . ,xm)T is
useful for analyzing the quality of the overall approximation to f (ζ ), but more
specifically for gaining insight into which directions the function varies the greatest,
and to what extent. We remark here that for simulation-based problems where an
approximation to f (ζ ) may be required, it may be unfeasible to evaluate a model
at a tensor grid of quadrature points, particularly if d is large. Sparse grids [28, 62]
offer moderate computational attenuation to this problem. One can think of a sparse
grid as linear combinations of select anisotropic tensor grids∫
Rd
f (ζ )ρ (ζ )dζ ≈ ∑
r∈K
α (r)
(
Qm1q ⊗ . . .⊗Qmdq
)
( f ) , (8)
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where for a given level l—a variable that controls the density of points and the high-
est order of the polynomial in each direction—the multi-index K and coefficients
α (r) are given by
K =
{
r ∈ Nd : l+1≤ |r| ≤ l+d
}
and α (r) = (−1)−|r|+d+l
(
d−1
−|r|+d+ l
)
.
(9)
Formulas for the pseudospectral approximations via sparse grid integration can then
be written down; we omit these in this exposition for brevity.
Approximation via sparse grids: To motivate the use of sparse grids, and to
realize its limitations, consider the bi-variate function
f (ζ ) = exp(3ζ1+ζ2) where ζ ∈ [−1,1]2 (10)
and ρ(ζ ) is the uniform distribution over the domain. Figure 2(a) plots the
points in the parameter space for an isotropic tensor product grid using ten-
sor products of order 35 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points, while (b) plots
estimates of the pseudospectral coefficients using a tensor product Legendre
polynomial basis in ψ p . A total of 1296 function evaluations were required
for these results.
Upon inspecting (b) it is apparent that coefficients with a total order of 12
and greater can be set to zero with near negligible change in the function ap-
proximation. In Figure 2(c, d) and (e, f) we present two solutions that achieve
this. Figure 2(c-d) plot the results for a sparse grid with a linear growth rule
(essentially emulating a total order index set) with l = 12, requring 1015 func-
tion evaluations, while in Figure 2(e-f) the results show an exponential growth
rule with l = 5, requiring 667 function evaluations. Clearly, using sparse grid
quadrature rules can reduce the number of model evaluations compare to ten-
sor product grids.
While sparse grids and their adaptive variants [19, 52] are more computationally
tractable than tensor product grids, they are still restricted to very specific index
sets, even with linear, exponential and slow exponential [11] growth rules. Further-
more, when simulation-based function evaluations at the quadrature points fail (or
are corrupted), one may have to resort to interpolation heuristics. In comparison,
least squares methods offer far more flexibility—both in terms of a choice of the
basis and in negotiating failed simulations.
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Fig. 2 Parameter space points and pseudospectral coefficients (shown on a log base 10 scale)
obtained via a (a, b) tensor grid with a maximum univariate order of 35; (c, d) sparse grid with
a linear growth rule and l = 12; (e, f) sparse grid with an exponential growth rule and l = 6.
The number of unique quadrature points from the three experiments were 1296, 1015 and 667
respectively.
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1.3 Scope and outline of paper
Our specific goal in this paper is to use ideas from polynomial least squares to
generate quadrature rules. Without loss of generality, these quadrature rules will be
used to estimate the pseudospectral coefficients x by solving
minimize
x∈Rn
‖Ax−b‖2 , (11)
where we define the elements of A ∈ Rm×n as per (4). For completeness, we restate
this definition but now in the multivariate setting, i.e.,
A(i, j) = ψ j (ζ )
√
ωi, j ∈I , card(I ) = n, i = 1, . . . ,m. (12)
Typically I will be either a total order or a hyperbolic basis. The entries of the
vector b ∈ Rm comprise of weighted model evaluations at the m quadrature points;
individual entries are given by b(i) =
√
ω i f (ζ i). Assuming A and b are known,
solving (11) is trivial—the standard QR factorization can be used. However, the true
challenge lies in selecting multivariate quadrature points and weights {(ζ i,ωi)}mi=1,
such that:
• For a given choice of n, the number of quadrature points m can be minimized and
yield a rule that has a high degree of exactness;
• The least squares approximation in (11) is accurate;
• The least squares solution is stable with respect to perturbations in b.
We will explore different strategies for generating A and techniques for subsampling
it—even introducing a new approach in secti.on 3.2. Broadly speaking, strategies for
computing multivariate quadrature points and weights via least squares involve two
key decisions:
1. Selecting a sampling strategy: A suitable discretization of the domain from which
quadrature points need to be computed;
2. Formulating an optimization problem: The strategy for subselecting points from
this sampling (if required) via the optimization of a suitable objective.
Our goal in this manuscript is to describe the various techniques for generating
these quadrature points and to make precise statements (where permissible) on their
computational complexity. We substantiate our detailed review of literature with
examples using the open-source code Effective Quadratures [56] 3.
3 The codes to replicate the figures in this paper can be found at the website: www.
effective-quadratures.org/publications
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2 Selecting a sampling strategy
In this section we present methods for discretizing the domain based on the support
of the parameters and their distributions. The survey builds on a recent review of
sampling techniques for polynomial least squares [34] and from more recent texts
including Narayan [48, 49] and Jakeman and Narayan [37].
Intuitively, the simplest sampling strategy for polynomial least squares is to gen-
erate random Monte-Carlo type samples based on the joint density ρ(ζ ). Migliorati
et al. [45] provide a practical sampling heuristic for obtaining well conditioned ma-
trices A ∈Rm×n; they suggest sampling with m= n2 for total degree and hyperbolic
cross spaces. Furthermore, they prove that as the number of samples m→ ∞, the
condition number κ
(
AT A
)→ 1 (see page 441 in [45]). While these random sam-
ples can be pruned down using the optimization strategies presented in 3, there are
other sampling alternatives.
2.1 Christoffel samples
The Christoffel sampling recipe of Narayan and co-authors [49] significantly out-
performs the Monte Carlo approach in most problems. To understand their strategy,
it will be useful to define the diagonal of the orthogonal projection kernel
Kn (ζ ) :=
n
∑
j=1
ψ 2j (ζ ) , (13)
where as before the subscript n denotes card(I ). We associate the above term with
a constant
‖K‖∞ , sup
ζ∈RD
(Kn (ζ )) , (14)
which has a lower bound of n. Cohen et al. [17] prove that if the number of samples
m satisfies the bound
m
nlog(m)
? χ ‖K‖∞
n
, (15)
for some constant χ , then the subsequent least squares problem is both stable and
accurate with high probability. The key ingredient to this bound, the quantity ‖K‖∞,
tends to be rather small for Chebyshev polynomials—scaling linearly with n in
the univariate case—but will be large for other polynomials, such as Legendre
polynomials—scaling quadratically with n. Multivariate examples are given in [15]
and lead to computationally demanding restrictions on the number of samples re-
quired to satisfy (15) [49, 18]. Working with this bound, Narayan et al. provide a
sampling strategy that leverages the fact that the asymptotic characteristics for to-
tal order polynomials can be determined. Thus, if the domain is bounded with a
continuous ρ , then limit of m/Kn—known as the Christoffel function—is given by
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lim
n→∞
m
Kn (ζ )
=
ρ (ζ )
ν (ζ )
(16)
where the above statements holds weakly, and where ν(ζ ) is the weighted pluripo-
tential equlibrium measure (see section 2.3 in [49] for the definition and signif-
icance). This implies that the functions φ = ψ
√
m/Kn form an orthogonal basis
with respect to a modified weight function ρKn/m. This in turn yields a modified
reproducing diagonal kernel
Kˆn =
m
∑
j=1
φ 2 =
n
Kn
Kn = n, (17)
which attains the optimal value of n. The essence of the sampling strategy is to
sample from ν (performing a Monte Carlo on the basis φ ), which should in theory
reduce the sample count as dictated by (15).
The challenge however is devleoping computational algorithms for generating
samples according to ν(ζ ), since precise analytical forms are only known for a
few domains. For instance, when D = [−1,1]d , the measure ν(ζ ) is the Chebyshev
(arcsine) distribution. Formulations for other distributions such as the Gaussian and
exponential distributions are in general more complex and can be found in section
6 of [49].
Comparing condition numbers: But how much lower are the condition num-
bers when we compare standard Monte Carlo with Christoffel sampling? Fig-
ure 3 plots the mean condition numbers (averaged over 10 trials) for Legendre
polynomials in d = 2 in (a) and (b), and d = 4 in (c) and (d). Two different
oversampling factors are also applied; (a) and (c) have an oversampling factor
of 1.2 while (b) and (d) have an oversampling factor of 2–i.e., m = 2n. For
the Christoffel results, the samples are generated from the Chebyshev distri-
bution.
It is apparent from these figures that the Christoffel sampling strategy does
produce more well conditioned matrices on average. We make two additional
remarks here. The first concerns the choice of the weights. In both sampling
strategies the quadrature weights ωi are computed via
ωi =
ω˜i
∑mk=1 ω˜k
, where ω˜i =
n
m ∑j∈I
ψ 2j (ζ i) (18)
ensuring that the weights sum up to unity. The second concerns the Gram ma-
trix AT A, shown in Figure 4 for the Christoffel case with a maximum order of
3, with d = 4 and an oversampling factor of 2. Although the condition number
of this matrix is very low (4.826), one can clearly observe sufficient internal
aliasing errors that would likely effect subsequent numerical computation of
moments.
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Fig. 3 A comparison of condition numbers for A when constructing the matrix using multivariate
Legendre polynomials evaluated at either Monte Carlo or Christoffel samples. Experiments for (a)
d = 2,m = 1.2n; (b) d = 2,m = 2n; (c) d = 4,m = 1.2n; (d) d = 2,m = 2n. Plotted are the mean
values of 10 random trials.
2.2 Subsampling tensor grids
The idea of constructing A using samples from a tensor grid and then subsampling
its rows has been explored from both compressed sensing4 [64] and least squares
[71, 55] perspectives. In Zhou et al. [71] the authors randomly subsample the rows
and demonstrate stability in the least squares problem with m scaling linearly with
n. In Seshadri et al., [55], a greedy optimization strategy is used to determine which
subsamples to select; they report small condition numbers even when n = m for
problems where d ≤ 7 and a total order of degree≤ 15. Details of their optimization
strategy are presented in section 3. One drawback of their technique is the require-
ment that the full A matrix must be stored and passed onto the optimizer—a require-
ment that can be circumvented in the randomized approach, albeit at the cost of m
being greater than n (typically). A representative comparison of the condition num-
4 By solving the basis pursuit (and de-noising) problem.
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d=4, m=2.0 n
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Fig. 4 The Gram matrix G = AT A for one of the trials for the case where d = 4 and m = 2n
showing its deviation from the identity.
bers is shown in Figure 5. In these results, the isotropic tensor grid from which the
subsamples are computed corresponds to the highest total order of the polynomial
basis (shown on the horizontal axis).
2.3 Coherence and induced sampling
Building on some of the ideas discussed previously in 2.1, one can detail an impor-
tance sampling strategy that yields stable least squares estimates for m ? n, up to
log factors. The essence of the idea is to define a new distribution µ such that
µ =
Kn
n
ρ =
1
n
(
n
∑
j=1
ψ 2j (ζ )
)
ρ . (19)
It should be noted that while ρ is a product measure and therefore easy to sample
from, µ is not and thus requires either techniques based on Markov chain Monte
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Fig. 5 A comparison of condition numbers for A when constructing the matrix using multivariate
Legendre polynomials evaluated at either randomized or effectively subsampled quadrature points.
Experiments for (a) d = 2,m = 1.2n; (b) d = 4,m = 1.2n. For the randomized technique, we plot
the mean values of 10 random trials.
Carlo (MCMC) or conditional sampling [18]. More specifically, µ depends on m, so
if one enriches the space with more samples or change the basis, then µ will change.
In [35], the authors devise an MCMC strategy which seeks to find µ , thereby ex-
plicitly minimizing their coherence parameter (a weighted form of ‖K‖∞ ). In [48],
formulations for computing µ via induced distributions is detailed. In our numeri-
cal experiments investigating the condition numbers of matrices obtained via such
induced samples—in a similar vein to the Figures 3—the condition numbers were
found to be comparable to those from Christoffel sampling.
3 Optimization strategies
In the case of Christoffel, Monte Carlo and even subsampling based techniques, a
reduction in m can be achieved, facilitating near quadrature like degree of exactness
properties. In this section we discuss various optimization techniques for achieving
this.
3.1 Greedy linear algebra approaches
It will be convenient to interpret our objective as identifying a suitable submatrix of
A ∈Rm×n by only selecting k << m rows. Ideally, we would like k to be as close to
n as possible. Formally, we write this submatrix as
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Aˆz =
1
τ
m
∑
i=1
ziaTi e
where 1T z = k,
τ =
m
∑
i=1
ziwi,
zi ∈ {0,1}
(20)
and where aTi represents the rows of A, and e ∈ Rk and 1 ∈ Rm are vector of ones.
The notation above indicates that z∈Rm is a boolean vector. The normalization fac-
tor τ is introduced to ensure the weights associated with the subselected quadrature
rule sum up to one.
Table 1 highlights some of the various optimization objectives that may be pur-
sued for finding z such that the resulting Aˆz yields accurate and stable least squares
solutions.
Table 1 Sample objectives for optimization
Case Objective
P1: minimize
z
σmax
(
Aˆz
)
P2: maximize
z
σmin
(
Aˆz
)
P3: minimize
z
κ
(
Aˆz
)
P4: maximize
z
vol
(
Aˆz
)
=∏ki=1σi
(
Aˆz
)
P5: minimize
z
∥∥∥AˆTz Aˆz∥∥∥2
We remark here that objectives P1 to P4 are proven NP-hard problems (see The-
orem 4 in Civril and Magdon-Ismail [16]); although it is readily apparent that all
the objectives require evaluating
(m
k
)
possible choices—a computationally unwieldy
task for large values of m and k. Thus some regularization or relaxation is necessary
for tractable optimization strategies.
We begin by focusing on P4. In the case where k = n, one can express the vol-
ume maximization objective as a determinant maximization problem. Points that in
theory maximize this determinant, i.e., the Fekete points, yield a Lebesgue constant
that typically grows logarithmically—at most linearly—in n [6]. So how do we find
a determinant maximizing submatrix of A by selecting k of its rows? In Guo et al.
[33] the authors show that if there exists a point stencil that indeed maximizes the
determinant, then a greedy optimization can recover the global optimum (see The-
orem 3.2 in Guo et al.). Furthermore, the authors prove that either maximizing the
determinant or minimizing the condition number (P3) is likely to yield equivalent
solutions. This explains their use of the pivoted QR factorization for finding such
points; its factorization is given by
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AT P = Q
(
R1 R2
)
, (21)
where Q ∈Rn×n is an orthogonal matrix and R1 ∈Rn×n is an upper triangular matrix
that is invertible and Rn×(m−n). The permutation matrix P ∈ Rm×m is based on a
pivoting strategy that seeks to either maximize σmax(R1) or minimize σmin(R2).
As Bjo¨rck notes (see section 2.4.3 in [3]) both these strategies are in some cases
equivalent and thus greedily maximize the diagonal entries of R1 and therefore serve
as heuristics for achieving all the objectives in Table 3.1. Comprehensive analysis on
pivoted QR factorizations can be found in [14, 13, 21]. Techniques for the closely
related subset selection problem can also be adopted and build on ideas based on
random matrix theory (see Deshpande and Rademacher [22] and references therein).
The monograph by Miller [46] which also provides a thorough survey of techniques,
emphasizes the advantages of methods based on QR factorizations.
Optimizing to find Gauss points: In the univariate case, it is known that
Gauss-Legendre quadrature points are optimal with respect to a uniform mea-
sure. In an effort to gauge the efficacy of some of the optimization strate-
gies discussed in this paper, we carry out a simple numerical experiment. Let
A ∈ R101×K be formed by evaluating up to order K Legendre polynomials at
the first 101 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points. Each of the aforementioned
greedy strategies is tasked with finding a suitable submatrix Aˆz ∈ RK×K . The
quadrature points embedded in z for K = 4 and K = 8 are shown in Figure 6(a)
and (b) respectively. It is interesting to observe how the points obtained from
LU with row pivoting, QR with column pivoting and SVD-based subset se-
lection all closely approximate the Gauss-Legendre points! This figure—and
the numerous other cases we tested for d = 1—show that the difference be-
tween the various optimization strategies is not incredibly significant; all of
them tend to converge close to the optimal solution.
But what happens when d increases? Figure 7(a) plots the subsampled
points obtained from the three linear algebra optimization strategies when sub-
sampling from a tensor grid with order 50 in both ζ1 and ζ2 directions. The
basis used—i.e., the columns of A—is an isotropic tensor product with an or-
der of 3. As expected, the obtained points are very similar to Gauss-Legendre
tensor product points with order 3. In Figure 7(b), instead of subsampling from
a higher order tensor grid, we subsample from Christoffel samples, which in
the uniform case corresponds to the Chebyshev distribution; the basis is the
same as in (a). In this case it is interesting to note that the LU and QR pivoting
approaches, which are similar, yield slightly different results when compared
to the SVD approach.
The use of such rank revealing factorizations for minimizing the condition num-
ber of a Vandermonde-type matrix have been previously investigated in [7, 55] albeit
on different meshes. When pruning rows from A, the condition number of Aˆz can be
bounded by
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Fig. 6 Approximation to the Gauss-Legendre quadrature points obtained by subsampling from a
grid of order 100 using various optimization strategies with an (a) order 4; (b) order 8 Legendre
polynomial basis.
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Fig. 7 Approximation to the [3,3] Gauss-Legendre quadrature points obtained by subsampling
from a grid of with 2601 samples using various optimization strategies: (a) Subsampling from a
tensor grid of order [50,50]; (b) Subsampling from 2601 randomly distributed Chebyshev points.
κ
(
Aˆz
)
≤ κ (A)
√
1+ s2n(m−n), (22)
where s > 1 is a constant based on the pivoting algorithm. In Seshadri et al. [55]
the authors draw upon a subset selection strategy from Chapter 5 of [31] that uses
both the SVD and a rank revealing QR factorization for identifying a more well
conditioned submatrix. However, as m and n get progressively larger, the costs as-
sociated with computing both the SVD O(m2n3) and a Householder (or modified
Gram-Schmidt)-based rank revealing QR factorization should be monitored. Other
rank revealing techniques such as strong LU factorizations [47] and randomized QR
with column pivoting [43, 23] may also be opted for.
To speed up the optimization process—a consideration that may be ignored when
model evaluations themselves take hours—other techniques have been proposed.
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Shin and Xiu [59, 60] optimize a metric similar to P4
maximize
z

√
det
(
Aˆ
T
z Aˆz
)
∏ki=1
∥∥∥Aˆz(i)∥∥∥

1/k
, (23)
where Aˆ(i)z denotes the i−th column of Aˆz. To ascertain which rows z to use, the
authors outline a greedy strategy that begins with a few initially selected rows and
then adds rows based on whether they increase the determinant of the Gramian,
Aˆ
T
z Aˆz. To abate the computational cost of computing the determinant for each can-
didate, they devise a rank-2 update to the determinant (of the Gramian) based on
Sylvester’s determinant formula and the Sherman-Morrison formula. In a similar
vein, Ghili and Iaccarino [29] lay out a series of arguments—motivated by reducing
the operational complexity of the determinant-based optimization—for optimizing
the trace of the design matrix instead. They observe that since the Frobenius norm is
an upper bound on the spectral norm and because all the singular values contribute
to the aliasing error, optimizing over this norm will undoubtedly yield a small spec-
tral norm. The authors formulate a coordinate descent optimization approach to find
suitable points and weights.
3.2 Convex relaxation via Newton’s method
In general the aforementioned objectives are non-convex. We discuss an idea that
permits these objectives to be recast as a convex optimization problem. Our idea
originates from the sensor selection problem [36, 41]: given a collection of m sen-
sor measurements—where each measurement is a vector—select k measurements
such that the error covariance of the resulting ellipsoid is minimized. We remark
here that while a generalized variant of the sensor selection problem is NP-hard (see
[2]); the one we describe below has not yet been proven to be NP-hard. Further-
more, by selecting the optimization variable to be a boolean vector z that restricts
the measurements selected, this problem can be cast as a determinant maximization
problem [68] where the objective is a concave function in z with binary constraints
on its entries. This problem can be solved via interior point methods and has com-
plexity O(m3). Joshi and Boyd [38] provide a formulation for a relaxed sensor se-
lection problem that can be readily solved by Newton’s method, where the binary
constraint can be substituted with a penalty term added to the objective function. By
replacing their sensor measurements with rows from our Vandermonde type matrix,
one arrives at the following maximum volume problem
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minimize
z∈RM
− log det
(
1
τ
M
∑
i=1
ziaTi e
)
−λ
M
∑
i=1
(log(zi)+ log(1− zi))
subject to 1T z = K
0≤ zi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,M.
(24)
where the positive constant λ is used to control the quality of the approximation.
Newton’s approach has complexity O(m3) with the greatest cost arising from the
Cholesky factorization when computing the inverse of the Hessian [38]. The linear
constraint is solved using standard KKT conditions as detailed in page 525 of [10].
In practice this algorithm requires roughly 10-20 iterations and yields surprisingly
good results for finding suitable quadrature points.
Padua points via Convex optimization: It is difficult to select points suitable
for interpolation with total order polynomials, that are unisolvent—a condi-
tion where the points guarantee a unique interpolant [67]. One such group of
points that does admit unisolvency are the famous Padua points. For a positive
integer N, these points are given by (ζ (1)m ,ζ
(2)
m ) ∈ [−1,1]2 where
ζ (1)m = cos
(
pi (m−1)
N
)
,ζ (2)m =
 cos
(
pi(2k−1)
N−1
)
cos
(
pi(2k−2)
N−1
) m odd
m even
(25)
and 1≤ m≤ N+1, 1≤ k ≤ 1+N/2 [12]. The Padua points have a provably
minimal growth rate of O(log2N) of the Lebesgue constant, far lower than
Morrow-Patterson or the Extended Morrow-Patterson points [5]. Two other
characterizations may also be used to determine these points; they are formed
by the intersection of certain Lissajous curves and the boundary of [−1,1]2
or alternatively, every other point from an (N + 1)× (N + 2) tensor product
Chebyshev grid [6, 8].
As an example, consider the case where N = 4 resulting in a 30-point
Chebyshev tensor grid and a total order basis where the highest order is 4.
Figure 8(a) plots the corresponding gram matrix G = AT A. As expected the
quadrature rule can integrate all polynomials except for the one correspond-
ing to the last row, i.e., ψ (4,0), whose integrand has an order of 8 along the
first direction ζ1, beyond the degree of exactness of the 5 points. What is fas-
cinating is that when these points are subsampled one can get a subsampled
Gram matrix i.e., Aˆ
T
z Aˆz to have the same degree of exactness, as illustrated
in Figure 8(b). To obtain this result, the aforementioned convex optimization
via Newton’s method was used on A, yielding the Padua points—i.e., every
alternate point from the 30-point Chebyshev tensor grid.
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Fig. 8 The Gram matrix associated with Chebyshev tensor product grid with 4× 5 = 30 points
and a total order basis with maximum degree of 4 in (a). The subsampled Gram matrix via convex
optimization in (b) and a comparison of the samples and subsamples in (c).
Comparing execution time: In our numerical experiments on some of the
aforementioned optimization strategies, we have alluded to the operational
complexity. We make an obvious remark here, that as the both the polynomial
degree and the dimension increases, the computing time rises. Non-linear al-
gebra approaches such as [29] and the Newton approach presented here, have
other tunable parameters that can either add to, or decrease computational run
time.
Figure 9 plots the running times for d = 3 and m = n when subsampling
from grid of Chebyshev points—where the number of points is given by
the (maximum total order+1)d—using the different optimization strategies.
These experiments were carried out on a 3.1 GHz i7 Macbook Pro with 16GB
of RAM. For completeness, a summary of the operational complexity of these
techniques is provided in 3.2. The condition numbers of the matrices obtained
from QR, LU and the SVD approach were generally lower (similar order of
magnitude) than those obtained from the other two techniques.
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Fig. 9 Representative computing times for the different optimization strategies for m= n and d = 3
using Chebyshev samples and a total order basis.
Table 2 Summary of the operational complexity of some of the optimization strategies.
Optimization strategy Complexity
SVD-based subset selection O
(
nm2
)
+O
(
nm2
)
QR column pivoting O
(
nm2
)
LU row pivoting O
(
m2
)
Newton’s method O
(
n3
)
Frobenius norm optimization (Ghili and Iaccarino 2017) O
(
dnm2
)
3.3 Moment-based optimization strategies
To motivate this section, consider the integration property of orthogonal polynomi-
als, highlighted in (5). In the univariate case, one can write
Pw = e
where P(i, j) = ψi (ζ j) , w(i) = ωi, and eT = [1,0, . . . ,0] .
(26)
Assuming P ∈Rm×m where one uses the first m Gauss-Legendre points in ζ j and the
first (m−1) order Legendre polynomials in ψi, then the solution w for the above lin-
ear set of equations will yield the first m Gauss-Legendre weights. In the case where
the points are not from a known quadrature rule—i.e., if they are from a random
distribution—then one has to ensure that the weights are positive via a constraint.
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Instead of working with matrices and optimizing for the objectives in Table 3.1,
one can frame an optimization problem centered on the computation of moments
where one optimizes over the space of quadrature weights (non-negative). This
moment-based approach for finding quadrature points and weights is utilized in Ke-
shavarzzadeh et al. [40] where the authors solve a relaxed version of this constraint
linear system by minimizing ‖Pw− e‖2. In Ryu and Boyd [53], the authors present
numerical quadrature as a solution to the infinite-dimensional linear program
minimize
v∈Rm
fT v
subject to pTj v = ci, where i = 1, . . . ,n.
(27)
Here components of f ∈ Rm are given by f(i) = f (ζ i), and p j ∈ Rm has compo-
nents p j (i) =ψ j (ζ i); the optimization variable v(i) =ωi represents the quadrature
weights. The constants ci in the equality constraints are determined analytically, as
they involve integrating a known polynomial over the support of f . The problem
can be interpreted as a weighted l1 optimization problem, as we require v to have
as many zeros as possible and yet satisfy the above constraints. As this problem is
NP-hard, Ryu and Boyd propose a two-stage approach to solve it; one for generat-
ing an initial condition and another for optimizing over v. Their approach has been
recently adapted in Jakeman and Narayan [37] who propose least absolute shrink-
age and selection operator (LASSO) for finding the initial condition. They then
proceed to solve the optimization using a gradient-based nonlinear least squares op-
timizer. Their results are extremely promising—numerical experiments using their
technique show orders of magnitude improvement in convergence compared to ten-
sor and sparse grid rules.
4 Concluding remarks and the future
In this paper, we provided an overview of strategies for finding quadrature points
using ideas from polynomial least squares. Although we have sought to keep our re-
view as detailed as possible, readers will forgive us for omitting various techniques.
For example, we did not discuss optimal design of experiment based samples, al-
though we point the interested reader to the review offered in [34]; for convex relax-
ations of the various optimal design of experiment problems we refer the reader to
section 7.5.2 of Boyd and Vandenberghe [10]. In addition, we have also highlighted
a new convex optimization strategy that uses Newton’s method for finding the best
subsamples by maximizing the volume of the confidence ellipsoid associated with
the Vandermonde-type matrix.
So whats next? Based on our review we offer a glimpse of potential future areas
of research that could prove to be fruitful:
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1. Randomized greedy linear algebra approaches for finding suitable quadrature
samples. Existing approaches are tailored for finding pivot columns for tall matri-
ces; for our problem we require these techniques to be applicable to fat matrices.
2. Large scale (and distributed) variants of the convex optimization strategies de-
tailed, including an alternating direction method of multiplies (ADMM) [9] for-
mulation for the Newtons method technique presented in this paper;
3. Heuristics for optimizing the weights when the joint density of the samples is not
known—a problem that arises in data science; typically in uncertainty quantifi-
cation the joint density ρ is assumed to be known.
4. The development of an open-source repository of near-optimal points for the case
where m = n for different total order basis and across different d.
5. Building on (1) and following the recent work by Shin and Xiu [61] and Wu et
al. [69], the use of approaches such as the randomized Kaczmarz algorithm [63]
for solving the least squares problem in (11). The essence of the idea here is that
as d and the highest multivariate polynomial degree get larger, the matrix Aˆz can
not be stored in memory—a requirement for standard linear algebra approaches.
Thus techniques such as the Kaczmarz algorithm, which solve for x by iteratively
requiring access to rows of Aˆz and elements of b, are useful.
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